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The primary entrances provide iconic gateways into the site at 
key points.  Each gateway includes a vertical element visible from 
both outside and within the park.  The Tower Bridge connects 
people from the refurbished concrete mixing tower into Liberty 
Hills; the Science Center Bridge connects over Phillip Drive via a 
dramatic cable suspension bridge; and the other entrances utilize 
constructed landforms to bring visitors up and into the park.
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The Water Path enables park visitors to move through the various 
wetland systems.  It is anchored at two sides of the park by the 
Science Center and Interpretive Center wetlands.  The path system 
remains primarily at grade, using a combination of gravel and 
porous pavement, transitioning to a series of elevated bridges 
and overlooks that give visitors a variety of vantage points.

The Modular Path provides a simple, yet elegant circulation system 
capable of adapting to a shifting landscape.  It can change both 
vertically and horizontally to allow for movement over contaminated 
zones, up into the tree canopy or through grassland and forest 
floor.  Unlike the other two systems, the Modular Path’s route may 
shift over time as the site’s ecologies mature and contamination 
attenuates.  

The interior park’s circulation system seeks to 
provide the public with safe access into the site 
while allowing for a productive range of habitats 
to flourish.  Through a three-part system of 
interconnected paths, visitors can experience the 
broad range of ecological and aesthetic assets the 
interior has to offer.  People have the opportunity 
to adapt their route and explore new and changing 
elements over time.  One can choose to walk or 
bike along the broadly sweeping main rail path 
for exercise, stroll through the dense woodlands 
along the modular path to take advantage of the 
interpretive programs, or meander alongside the 
water path to witness wildlife engaging with the 
site’s freshwater and tidal wetlands.  This system 
of paths highlights the site’s complex history and 
shifting ecology for visitors and allows the park to 
be used by both people and wildlife, creating a new 
model for the 21st century urban park.

The Rail Path follows some of the most prominent remaining rail 
grades in the park and provides one of the primary means of site 
circulation.  Through the use of different structural systems, it is 
capable of elevating over contaminated zones, slicing through 
grassland or serving as a maintenance road.  It’s dimensions are 
taken from typical railway tie spacing, but employed in a variety 
of ways to accommodate shifting conditions across the site.


